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FROM THE BOARD
This January marked Égalité’s three year anniversary since its launch
in January 2012. From its early roots starting as a small gathering
of people in New York city, Égalité had aspirations to expand across
the country. Today the group has seven chapters (Atlanta, Chicago,
Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Seattle) and is in discussions
to set-up two additional chapters too.
In addition to the individual programming ideated and delivered at
the city level by Égalité’s local board members, nationally the group
works closely with the Publicis Talent Engagement & Inclusion Council
(formerly the Publicis Groupe Diversity Council) and agency leadership
to ensure that our policies meet the guidelines set forth by the Human
Rights Campaign (HRC), thereby allowing our agencies to score a perfect
100 on the HRC’s annual Corporate Equality Index (CEI). Achieving a
perfect score not only supports Publicis Groupe’s corporate image, it
also supports all of our agencies’ individual recruiting and retention
efforts, all while helping to align them with their many clients who have
also scored 100% on the CEI.
With the continued support from Égalité board members across the
country, we expect another great year for Égalité in 2015. It’s only
March and we are pleased to already announce the launch of our new
website (www.pgegalite.com), an informative and inspirational video
(available for viewing on our homepage) and an Égalité internship
which will be offered in Chicago this summer. More detail on each
of these three exciting developments is provided in the Out & About
section of this newsletter.
A full list of board members in the individual cities where Égalité
has a presence is provided at the end of this newsletter. If you have
any questions or programming ideas, we encourage you to reach out
to us. We look forward to hearing from you!
–The Égalité Board
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OUT
& ABOUT

Looking for the latest issue of The Égalitarian? Want to
check out and sign up for upcoming events in your city?
Need to do some competitive research about how brands
are connecting with members of the LGBT market? All
this and much more is now available on Publicis Groupe
Égalité’s new website www.pgegalite.com. The site is also
home to basic information about our group and fundraising
initiatives, our chapters and leaders, a news and business
blog and a gallery of images from our latest events.
Égalité would like to thank Cody Butcher and Steven
Weintraub (Publicis Kaplan Thaler) for consulting on the
development of this website.

ÉGALITÉ
ONLINE

WE ARE

ÉGALITÉ
As Égalité continues to grow, we wanted to develop a video that would capture
in words and images why Égalité has proven to be of such value to many of our
members. The experience of producing this video was tremendously heartwarming
and we couldn’t be more pleased with the final result. We captured hours and
hours of footage from both LGBT and ally members of Égalité, all of which has
been distilled down to just a few minutes. Please be sure to check out the video
on the landing page of our new website: www.pgegalite.com
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We’d like to thank all Égalité members who offered to help make this video a reality by sharing
their stories on camera. A special thanks also goes out to all those behind the camera who made
this video a reality.

WE ARE

GALITÉ

PUBLICIS KAPLAN THALER
CHIEF PRODUCTION
OFFICER –
LISA BIFULCO
SENIOR PRODUCER –
HADLEIGH ARNST
PRODUCER –
HENNA KATHIYA
DIRECTOR OF BROADCAST
PRODUCTION –
NADIA BLAKE
EDITOR –
DOUG ZANER
SOUND –
MARC LAGANA
MUSIC PRODUCER –
THERESA NOTARTOMASO
PUBLICIS TORONTO
VIDEO NERVE
COLOR & MIX –
PAEDRIC O’SULLIVAN
FREELANCE PRO BONO:
CAMERA, LIGHTING
AND CO-DIRECTION –
STEPHEN FRANDSEN
MUSIC LICENSE GIFTED BY
COMMA
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INTRODUCING ÉGALITÉ’S

SUMMER
INTERNSHIP
PROGRAM
The idea for an Égalité internship was born
out of our chapter in Chicago and is open to
college juniors and seniors who identify as
LGBT and who are interested in the world of
advertising. The 10 week long paid internship
will span several Publicis Groupe agencies in
the Chicago market, giving students exposure
to a variety of real-world client projects.
Know someone who may be interested in this
internship opportunity? Have them checkout
the INTERNSHIP tab on our new website:
www.pgegalite.com
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On December 7, 2013, a bill went into effect
making the Australian Capital Territory (ACT)
the first region of Australia to legalize
same-sex marriage. Five days later, the bill
was challenged and Australia’s High Court
had it overturned, rendering invalid the
marriages of the 31 same-sex couples who
had married during those five days. This
birthed the 5 Days Of Equality campaign.
5 Days of Equality was brought to life by
Razorfish New York and Razorfish Sydney
in collaboration with GLAAD, the Gay And
Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, with
the goal of creating a global movement of
support for the 31 couples whose marriages
had been rendered invalid. The campaign
kicked off with a video asking the world to
send anniversary wishes using the hashtag
#5DaysOfEquality between December 7th
and December 14th 2014. Each positive
message was printed on a card and sent to
a central location in Canberra where the
31 couples were invited to read their
messages of congratulations from around
the world. For more information, check out
http://www.5daysofequality.com

RRAZORFISH
AZORF
&
GLAAD
&LAUNCHED GL
LAUNCH
#5DAYSOFEQUALITY
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RRAZORFISH
AZORF
&
GLAAD
&LAUNCHED GL
LAUNCH
#5DAYSOFEQUALITY
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On Wednesday, March 11th YouTube sensation Steve Grand stopped by PKT as part of
the agency’s ongoing music series. As an openly gay singer, songwriter and musician
Steve successfully launched the number one most funded music Kickstarter campaign
by a musician never affiliated with a label. His campaign raised over $300,000 with
the support from almost 5,000 backers. Steve’s music videos including “All-American
Boy” (tinyurl.com/pgr3wxf) and “Stay With Me” (tinyurl.com/plsqyrm) have racked up
millions of views on YouTube. Following the release of these videos, Steve was featured
on Good Morning America, CNN and Larry King.
Steve has just completed his debut full length album which launches on March 24th.
For more information about Steve and his music, music videos and events, check out
his website: www.stevegrand.com

STEVE
GRAND
COME CHECK OUT THIS VIRAL
SENSATION WHO GAINED
3.7 MILLION YOUTUBE VIEWS
OF HIS SELF FUNDED
“ALL AMERICAN BOY” VIDEO

WEDNESDAY 2/11
4PM
1675
LOUNGE ON 30
AFTERNOON TREATS
WILL BE SERVED

CHAP
UPDA
PTER
ATES
CHA
CHAPTER
UPDATES

ÉGALITÉ
ATLANTA
BY PARKER NOWELL

Égalité Atlanta closed out 2014 with what has become our annual Holiday
Happy Hour. The holiday happy hour is a time for all chapter members to come
together and reflect on our successes from the year, discuss opportunities for the
next year and let loose from the stresses brought about by end of year craziness.
We added an extra component to this year’s Happy Hour, and asked that
everyone in attendance bring items to be donated to the Lost N Found youth
center (http://lnfy.org). Lost-N-Found is Atlanta’s only non-profit organization
dedicated to supporting homeless LGBT youth, offering housing assistance and
crisis support for struggling LGBT teens. We collected quite a haul for them,
fulfilling a large chunk of their holiday registry.
Erin Patterson and I also took this gathering as an opportunity to share some
of our learnings and experiences from the Out & Equal Summit, with the hopes
of generating interest among the group to increase Égalité Atlanta’s presence in
future forums or summits that may be sponsored by Égalité.
As of this year, we have a chapter kick-off meeting and open house that
will be hosted on Moxie Atlanta’s brand new “campus,” where we will try to
recruit new members and discuss goals for the year. We also have some new
faces around our Atlanta board member table this year. Erin Patterson and
Chelsie McIver, who have been instrumental in planning and executing past
events, have officially accepted board member positions representing Moxie.
We are also being joined by Nick Kuhr and Chad Gough who will be
representing ZenithOptimedia.
We are extremely excited for this upcoming year and have already been
discussing some large scale plans including establishing a partnership/
sponsorship with a local LGBT establishment and non-profit organization.
Stay tuned for more updates from Atlanta!
To be added to Égalité Atlanta’s distribution list, email me at
parker.nowell@moxieusa.com
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ÉGALI T É
A T LANT
A
Égalité Atlanta is full of
cheer at our annual Holiday
Happy Hour!

Strike a pose! Égalité Atlanta
holiday happy hour

Chelsie never misses an
opportunity to be the
center of the picture, and
everyone’s attention! –
Égalité Atlanta
holiday happy hour
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ÉGALITÉ
CHICAGO
BY JESSICA EDWARDS
LEO BURNETT

In the words of one of Chicago’s most famous architects, Daniel Burnham, 2015
has been focused on “making no small plans.”
Building on the partnerships with other Chicago companies developed from our
“Ally 101” Workshop, Égalité led and coordinated a cross ERG networking event in
February. Partners from United, PepsiCo, MillerCoors, Walgreens and more came
together to mix and mingle all in the name of charity. Over $1,200 was raised for
the Center on Halsted, a local community center for LGBT individuals in Chicago.
The giving back continues in March. We’ve lined up our savviest chefs to
volunteer their time by cooking dinner for the families of the Ronald McDonald
House on March 11th. And back by popular demand, we’ll be hosting another
fundraiser for the Chicago Public Schools LGBT prom. We’re hoping for a record
setting turnout this year to make sure CPS students have a prom to be proud of.
New to Égalité Chicago’s programming this year will be the first ever Égalité
internship. A taskforce of dedicated board members is well underway developing
a summer internship that will span three Chicago agencies and give advertising and design students a taste of the industry in an exceptionally unique way.
Applications are being accepted from March 9 – April 6. If you know anyone in
the Chicago area who might be interested, they can apply under the INTERNSHIP
tab of our website: www.pgegalite.com
New business projects have also been a focus in the early part of 2015. Égalité
netted a pro bono project to develop a logo for Rainbow Rumpus, an online
magazine for children with LGBT parents. Digitas is also leading the way in
developing a Chicago wide campaign for PrEP, a new HIV prevention medication,
due to Égalité’s growing partnership with the AIDS Foundation of Chicago.
To stay up to date or get involved with Égalité Chicago, reach out to
egalitechicago@publicisgroupe.com
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ÉGALI T É
C H I CAGO
Égalitarians help raise
over $1,200 in support of
Center on Halsted

Out with the old and
in with the new!
Égalité Chicago
redesigned Rainbow
Rumpus’ logo.

ÉGALITÉ
LOS ANGELES
BY KRISTEN HOSACK
SAATCHI & SAATCHI LA

SSLA Égalité is kicking off 2015 with a bang!
One of our main focuses this year is to increase our philanthropy, fundraising
and community outreach efforts. During the month of February, we partnered
with our sister employee resource group, SSLA For Good, and collected clothing
donations for Out of the Closet. With over 7 locations in Southern California, Out
of the Closet is an eclectic and fun thrift store benefitting the AIDS Healthcare
Foundation, a global non-profit which provides medical services to almost 400K
patients across 36 countries. The program was such a success that we loaded
up cars mid-month with donations to free up space at our drop-off locations!
On March 14th, we plan to head to the LA LGBT Center for a tour from Jack
Lorenz, the Deputy Director of Development. Afterwards, we’ll go to Triangle
Square, the housing complex for low-income LGBT seniors, and host a Bingo
Night.
We continue to grow our awareness within the agency and are excited to further
our efforts and events this year! For more information, or to become a part of the
committee, email me at egalite@saatchila.com. Cheers!
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É G A LITÉ LOS
A N GELES
Overflowing drop-off
boxes in the lobby

ÉGALITÉ
LOS ANGELES
BY JAY THONGNOP
TEAM ONE

To close out a very successful year, Team One LA’s Day of Good and Égalité
teams united for a day of volunteering on December 4, 2014. We sorted food
donations and put together over 400 bags of groceries for AIDS Project LA
recipients. The program provides groceries to over 1,700 low-income recipients
with HIV. Recipients are able to access the food bank once a week, four times per
month and take home three to four bags of groceries per visit. We are so grateful
to the staff at the organization for allowing us to volunteer and for continuing to
provide a much needed service for members of our LGBT community.
We are excited to announce that season 2 of the It Got Better campaign is in
production. This Égalité derived initiative resulted in an It Gets Better partnership
with our biggest client, Lexus of North America, which launched in the summer of
2014. Season 2 launches on 4/22/15, with a new episode launching every week.
Lexus, Team One’s creative, account, multimedia and Égalité allied teams have
continued their commitment to partnering with Dan Savage, the It Gets Better
team and producing partners Dan Bucatinsky + Lisa Kudrow. There will be 6
videos featuring LGBT public figures including RuPaul, Girls’ Andrew Reynolds,
Rosie O’Donnell, trans advocate Janet Mock, Portia de Rossi and a 6th yet to be
determined person. Watch Season 1 on L Studio and don’t forget to go back on
4/22/15 for Season 2: http://www.lstudio.com/
We could not think of a better way to close out 2014 as we begin
planning for a successful 2015.
To be added to Égalité Team One’s distribution list, email me at
jay.thongnop@teamone-usa.com
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É G A LITÉ LOS
A N GELES
Team One LA’s Day of Good and
Égalité teams join forces to support
low-income members of the LGBT
community affected by HIV. Mission
accomplished!

ÉGALITÉ
NEW YORK
BY ALICIA CASE
PUBLICIS LIFEBRANDS MEDICUS

Égalité New York is off to a great start for 2015. In February, we hosted
LiveOutLoud and local high school students at the MSLGROUP New York office
for a panel discussion about the importance of being “out” in the workplace.
MSLGROUP board member Bradley Matthews organized the community
outreach event in partnership with LiveOutLoud. During the event, a diverse
panel of Égalité members recounted stories of coming out and thriving as LGBT
professionals. Through these personal stories, students learned the importance
of having allies and living authentically.
In addition to the panel discussion, the students were split into groups facilitated
by one or two Égalité members to experience a mock creative briefing session
where they brainstormed and came up with ideas for an advertising/marketing
campaign, which they then presented to the group. This allowed the students to
get creative and learn more about the marketing and advertising industries.
It was an event that was rewarding for both Égalité members and students. So
much so that we hope to continue this partnership and hold more of these events
across our Publicis Groupe agencies. It sets the NY chapter on a great foot for
giving back—a focus we hope to continue this year.
To be added to Égalité New York’s distribution list, email egaliteny@publicis.com
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ÉGALI T É
N E W
YORK
The Égalité panel, moderated
by Cardozie Jones of
LiveOutLoud (shown far right),
informs the visiting students from
LiveOutLoud that Publicis Groupe
provides a safe and inclusive
environment supported by
employee groups such as
Égalité. Panelists included (from
left to right): Jasmine Sheth,
Zenith; Justin Juarez, Mediavest;
Reva McEachern, Razorfish;
Michael Bollinger, MRY;
and Allan Dib, MSLGROUP.

ÉGALITÉ
SAN FRANCISCO
BY RACHEL CROOPNICK &
CHRISTIAN CAMPOS
OPTIMEDIA

Greetings Égalitarians!
We, Christian Campos and Rachel Croopnick, are the new leaders of Égalité San
Francisco and we are thrilled to be leading such a great group of people. We
look forward to ideating and executing many awesome events and fundraisers
that will benefit all employees of Publicis Groupe agencies operating in the San
Francisco area.
We both hold LGBTQ issues very dear to our hearts and love giving back to the
community. As we take over leadership of Égalité San Francisco, we have already
started thinking about programming ideas we would like to see come to life such
as member happy hours and a Pride party.
As we continue to evolve Égalité in San Francisco, we hope many of you will
consider joining the leadership team representing both the interests of your
agency and those of Égalité. With your support we look forward to making a
positive difference within each of our agency communities and the external
LGBTQ community as well.
Should you have any questions, about our leadership, how to get more involved,
programming ideas etc, please do not hesitate to reach out to us:
rachel.croopnick@optimedia-us.com and christian.campos@optimedia-us.com
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ÉGALITÉ
SEATTLE
BY GREG EPPICH
MSLGROUP

On January 31, Égalité Seattle took part in Gay Bingo, one of Seattle’s most
popular community fundraisers that started more than 20 years ago and
inspired similar events across the country. Benefitting the Lifelong AIDS Alliance,
the event raised more than $52,000 for lifesaving food, housing and health
services that the organization’s clients depend on.
Several Égalité Seattle members and their guests joined hundreds of people
from the local LGBTQ community and its allies for a night of fiery drag queens,
campy musical numbers, the chance to win big prizes and the promise of all the
glitz, glamor and gaiety of “The Rocky Horror Picture Show,” which served as the
event’s theme.
It was an unforgettably fun night that was enjoyed by all. So fun, in fact, Égalité
Seattle is already looking forward to supporting Lifelong’s next Gay Bingo.
To be added to Égalité Seattle’s distribution list, email me at
greg.eppich@mslgroup.com
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ÉGALI T É
S E ATT L E
Let the games begin!

Posing with one of
Gay Bingo’s
co-emcees and
popular Seattle drag
queen, the One
and Only Mama.

Devin and Sheila
are excited to try
their luck.

Members of Égalité
Seattle and their
guests at Gay Bingo
on Saturday,
January 31.
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AWARENESS

NO SEX
FOR YOU.

Could you go without sex for 365 days? We didn’t think so. And it’s even
harder when someone is telling you that you have to – in this case, the
Federal Drug Administration.

Chris Skurat

Introducing… the Celibacy Challenge, a new campaign from Saatchi &
Saatchi NY, featuring the Head of The Department of Abstinence,
Alan Cumming.
The work is in response to a recent policy shift from the FDA regarding
blood donations from gay and bisexual men. Ever since the start of the
AIDS crisis over thirty years ago, men-who-have-sex-with-men have
been banned from giving blood – for life. The new ruling will allow those
men to donate blood, but only if they remain celibate for one entire
year—that’s right, 365 days.
Oh…like giving blood is so much fun to begin with.
So yeah, the policy is changing, but the inequality hasn’t. Gay and bisexual
men will still face a scrutiny that others don’t. And since this ruling has
largely fallen under the radar, Saatchi & Saatchi partnered with GLAAD
and the GMHC to generate awareness about the ridiculous ruling with
something equally ridiculous.

Johnnie Ingram

The official Celibacy Challenge campaign video introduces the Challenge
and offers up alternatives to sex, to help people cope with all that
abstinence. Who knew that cleaning your house could be so erotic? Not
to mention opening a bottle of Champagne. But please take a look for
yourself, because after all those helpful tips, Mr. Cumming drives people
to where they can actually help change things, at celibacychallenge.com.
The site features a change.org petition to pressure the FDA to change
the way it vets donors, so people are screened based on their exposure
to risk instead of their sexual orientation.
Once you sign the petition, you’ve officially failed the Challenge. And
that’s when you’re invited to share your failure using a bunch of memes
with proud statements such as, “I Failed on Hump Day.” Or, “I’m Failing
Right Now.”
To get even more eyes on the campaign, we reached out to Instagram
influencers with pairs of our Celibacy Wear, asking them to model our red
undies with our signature lock on it using our hashtag #CelibacyChallenge
and talk about our cause. Even Alan Cumming himself posted.
So far, the PR machine is doing well and we’re getting lots of views, which
helps support the argument that humor is a great way to engage people
when it comes to sensitive subjects.
Starting with a BuzzFeed exclusive, the campaign was quickly picked up by
The Huffington Post, Jezebel, People, Newsweek, Slate, Adweek, Creativity
Pick of the Day, Upworthy and The Daily Beast, as well as tons of Twitter
posts, just to name a few...
Of course, getting more eyes on the campaign means more signatures –
and that means more pressure on the FDA to end the discrimination. And
since this is an agency-agnostic issue, we’re reaching out to our partners
and friends at Égalité for any media or PR help you can offer. Otherwise
you will have to be celibate for 365 days. And nobody wants that.
Contact: info@celibacychallenge.com

PUT
YOUR
GAY ON
HOLD

CELIBACYCHALLENGE.COM

MARKET
ULSE
MARKET
PULSE

MARK
PULSE

By Anthony Fischetti, Starcom

TIFFANY & CO.
The word is out: Tiffany’s iconic robin’s egg blue box is for ALL! On the
heels of marriage equality wins across the country, Tiffany & Co. is
featuring a gay couple in its latest engagement campaign for the first
time. The couple in the Tiffany ad are a real-life New York City couple.
(Source: time.com)

HALLMARK

Ahead of the Valentine’s season, Hallmark launched its Put Your Heart
to Paper marketing campaign featuring its first-ever same-sex couple
in a television spot. Real-life lesbian couple Corinna and Eugenia
are featured in one ad. The couple of two years share memories of how
they met and expressed what they mean to each other. Hallmark also
garnered praise from the LGBT community after it first introduced a
line of same-sex wedding cards in 2008.
#PutYourHeartToPaper (Source: chicagophoenix.com)
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SCRUFF

The gay dating app Scruff secured some prime outdoor real estate
outside the Super Bowl host stadium at the University of Phoenix.
Scruff’s bold move naturally stirred up some homophobia, but
garnered just as much praise from the LGBT community. This “in
your face” media placement helps affirm the growing tide of
acceptance in sports, as high profile athletes continue to come
out. (Source: towleroad.com)

TYLENOL

The ad, narrated by Rockwell’s granddaughter, is part of Tylenol’s new,
“For What Matters Most” campaign. Each spot attempts to illustrate, in
Ms. Rockwell’s words, the “expanding and blossoming … definition of
family.” The ad featuring a lesbian couple zeros in on the complexity of
emerging families, but also points out that, “We don’t talk about halfs
or steps. We talk about families, and siblings, and parents.” Different
family architecture of people, same family foundation of love.
(Source: slate.com)
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MEMBER
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S T E V E
BRYANT
MANAGING
DIRECTOR,
SEATTLE

When Steve Bryant, managing director of MSLGROUP in Seattle, joined
the agency 30—yes, 30—years ago, he was a migrant to the business
world. Up to that point, his life was focused on classical singing, he
worked professionally as a countertenor, and gay liberation.
After growing up in a Georgia Bible Belt community, he had broken
away to advocate through the arts and political activism for social
acceptance of same-sex relationships. When he stumbled into the PR
profession in San Francisco, he found the work suited to his eclectic
background in behavioral science, persuasive communications and the
arts—and thankfully not averse to his identity.
Working part-time to start, he continued his activism with his partner
at the time, founding Partners Task Force for Gay & Lesbian Couples
in 1987 to support courageous couples and advocate for same-sex
marriage, making them among the first to do so. At the time, the idea
seemed radical. The following year, Steve and his partner published
a landmark study of 1,266 couples to characterize their relationships
and commitments.
Steve has been “out” at work from day one and has largely been met
with support from the company and his colleagues. He remembers
having given notice in the early 90s and being asked to stay by then
CEO Don Kraft, one of Seattle’s most senior and respected business
leaders. Don had just seen the Seattle Men’s Chorus perform at the
downtown Seattle Rotary Club and expressed his admiration for
Steve’s professionalism and respect for his honesty in the workplace.
“The chorus and I had clearly helped changed his mind about gay
people,” Steve remembers.
In the intervening years, Steve has tried to create a workplace culture
in which sexual minorities can excel and has mentored young gay
professionals aiming for a career in business. He’s especially proud
of Égalité and sees its potential to enhance the work life and the
professional careers of its members.
“There was a time when I felt entirely left out of the “old boys’ club.”
Now I see the value in professional networking among fellow Égalité
members,” he says.
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ÉGALITÉ ATLANTA

ÉGALITÉ NEW YORK

Moxie – Parker Nowell
Moxie – Erin Patterson
Moxie – Chelsie McIver
ZenithOptimedia – Nick Kuhr
ZenithOptimedia – Chad Gough
Razorfish – Christy McDonald

ARNY – Zorina Price
BBH – Armando Turco
Digitas – Royi Gavrielov
Digitas Health LifeBrands – Ed Hunt
MediaVest – Andrea Cancro
MediaVest – Justin Juarez
MRY – Michael Bollinger
MSLGROUP – Bradley Matthews
Publicis Healthcare Communications Group – Max Leader
Publicis Kaplan Thaler (1675 Broadway) – Bryan Rivera
Publicis Kaplan Thaler (Chelsea) – Christian Ewing
Publicis Kaplan Thaler (Herald Sq.) – Robert Camilleri
Publicis LifeBrands Medicus – Alicia Case
Publicis LifeBrands Medicus – Joey Marcus
Razorfish – Reva McEachern
Roar – Zach Schwartz
Saatchi & Saatchi – Akash Sen
Starcom – Anthony Fischetti
VivaKi – Corey Birtles
ZenithOptimedia – Brian Vaught
ZenithOptimedia – Franky DeJesus

ÉGALITÉ CHICAGO
Arc – Michael McMillen
Digitas – Carlo Guardascione
Leo Burnett – Jessica Edwards
Leo Burnett – Lisa Ivy
Leo Burnett – Karl Wenzel
Leo Burnett – Ken Gilberg
Leo Burnett – Daniel Spadaro
Leo Burnett – Rich Stoddart
Leo Burnett – Scott Bartosiewicz
Performics – Brandon Balluf
Performics – Richard Wong
Razorfish – Donnie Young
Re:Sources – Chad Ostlund
Re:Sources – Nick Abbamonte
Saatchi & Saatchi X – Amanda Danish
Saatchi & Saatchi X – Tony Brost
Starcom – Tom Temmerman
Spark – Stephanie Hall
VivaKi – Joe Griffith
VivaKi – Laura Stratford

ÉGALITÉ SAN FRANCISCO

C H A P TERS
&
L E A D ERSHIP
ÉGALITÉ LOS ANGELES
Saatchi & Saatchi LA – Kristen Hosack
Team One – Jay Thongnop
Team One – Michael Nnadi

ÉGALITÉ SEATTLE

MSLGROUP – Greg Eppich
Optimedia – Ashley Sofie
Publicis North America – Janelle Sosh
Razorfish – Caroline Honour
Razorfish – Devin Owens
Razorfish – Jen Han
Razorfish – Katie Zejdlik
Razorfish – Stephen Minogue

Digitas – Gregg Mierow
MRY – David Trahan
MSLGROUP – Arielle Orona
MSLGROUP – Dara Sklar
MSLGROUP – Sarah Burchill
Optimedia – Christian Campos
Optimedia – Rachel Croopnick
Re:Sources – Jim Cotant
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